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WORKSHEET Number 1 - Theatre En Anglais

detective and I solve crimes. My friend and assistant Doctor Watson helps me in all my adventures. The Hound of the Baskervilles is a mystery story set in Devon,. 
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WORKSHEET Number 1 (a)



« I am the famous Sherlock Holmes. I am a fictional character in a book by the English author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. In the books, Dr Watson and I rent rooms from Mrs Hudson, we all live at 221B Baker Street in London, England. I am a detective and I solve crimes. My friend and assistant Doctor Watson helps me in all my adventures. The Hound of the Baskervilles is a mystery story set in Devon, England in the 1880s. » Cochez la bonne reponse : Sherlock Holmes is



(a) a doctor



(b) a detective



(c) a dentist



The author is



(a) Irish



(b) Scottish



(c) English



Doctor Watson is



(a) his enemy



(b) his companion



(c) his rival



Sherlock Holmes is



(a) not real



(b) real



(c) both real & not real



Sherlock & Watson



(a) find criminals



(b) are criminals



(c) are like criminals



A Hound is



(a) a large animal



(b) a small hill



(c) a large dog



The stories are written by



(a) Conan Doyle



(b) Dr Watson



(c) Sherlock Holmes



WORKSHEET Number 1 (b)



« I am John Watson, M.D., which means I am a medical doctor. I was a soldier and served in the war in Afghanistan. I have a slight limp from an old war wound. In THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES Sherlock sends me to Devon to look after Sir Henry. His uncle Sir Charles was murdered. Now someone wants to murder Sir Henry too. But who? » True or False? : Watson is a doctor



true



false



Watson is an ex soldier



true



false



Sir Charles is alive



true



false



Sir Charles is a murderer



true



false



Dr Watson was wounded in the war



true



false



Watson sends Sherlock to Devon



true



false



Watson must look after Sir Henry



true



false



Henry is the nephew of Charles



true



false



WORKSHEET Number 1 (c)



Translate: « Elementary my dear Watson! »



« Why would anyone steal just one shoe? »



« You are being followed! »



« So is he our enemy? »



« The moor is a dangerous place. »
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WORKSHEET Number 2 - Theatre En Anglais 

Link the correct answer to the correct question. QUESTION. ANSWER ... After reading the story or seeing the play answer the following questions. Please use.
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WORKSHEET Number 3 - Theatre En Anglais 

ANALYSIS. After seeing the production, write a short critical analysis, in particular touch on the structure, adaptation, acting and decor. Did the writer adapt the ...
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worksheet college - Theatre En Anglais 

4) Name two things black people were not allowed to do, under the. Apartheid regime. 5) Name two of Mandela's wives. 6) What does Â« ANC Â» stand for ?
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worksheet 2 - Theatre En Anglais 

Dans la liste de mots ci-aprÃ¨s, trouvez les paires de mots qui riment : room - here - place â€“ nose â€“ house â€“ story â€“ bird â€“ toes â€“ heart â€“ see â€“ tomb â€“ dinner. 9.
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WORKSHEET COLLEGE - multiple choice - Theatre En Anglais 

'PRISONER 46664 : NELSON MANDELA'. Please cross out the answers that are NOT correct. You should be able to answer this quiz from only watching the ...
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WORKSHEET ONE 'knights' - Theatre En Anglais 

TRY TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS, IN ENGLISH, USING A SHORT. SENTENCE ... In pairs, practice asking and answering the following questions : What is ...
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frankenstein - Theatre En Anglais 

(Elizabeth unveils a contraption - attached to a dynamo and electrodes. He takes the pumping handle). PROF: No, my dear, now we have stronger thighs.
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frankenstein - Theatre En Anglais 

Now I started off dissecting insects and now Iâ€Ÿve moved on to human bodies! ... Frankenstein: Firstly, Professor Fleischflayer, I am honoured to be one of your ... (ELIZABETH looks at floor, even the Ape has become quiet and attentive. ..... Knocks
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES Activity 1 - Theatre En Anglais 

â€œOh! No mortal could support the horror of that countenance. ... Establish a debating point together before beginning: e.g. â€œScientists should ... An extract from Frankenstein by Mary Shelley, Volume II, Chapter VII. ... My voice, although ... Bu
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COMPREHENSION - Theatre En Anglais 

MR PEGGOTTY: I could wish myself, you see, that our little Em'ly was in a fair way of being married. I could wish to see her hitched to a honest man as had a ...
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3 TNT theatre - Theatre En Anglais 

MR HYDE. One of Paul's main areas of interest is the integration of music and theatre which culminated in his large scale production of Melville's MOBY DICK.
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basic worksheets - Theatre En Anglais 

the bank. â�– a farm. 10) Gulliver visits some scientists who refuse to educate : â�– ... explores the idea of utopiaâ€”an imaginary model of the ideal community. The.
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KING ARTHUR - Theatre En Anglais 

AD 400. The historic figure of Arthur as fifth-century warrior, leading Britons into ... In this work, for the first time, Arthur's whole life is told - from his birth at. Tintagel to his ... Round Table, had inspired British writers to pen their own
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mandela quiz - Theatre En Anglais 

Q: How many times did Mandela get married? A: Three times: Evelyn, Winnie and finally Graca. Q: In 1944 Mandela joined the ANC to fight for the rights of black ...
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guinevere song - Theatre En Anglais 

And let him look after my wife. Guinevere Guinevere. My love for you is most sincere. KAY. But being a King's not all fun. ARTHUR. Guinevere Guinevere. I've got ...
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final song - Theatre En Anglais 

But now it's the end of the play. ARTHUR. Merlin is here and we have no more fear. Cos Morgan Le Fay is long gone. KAY. And the knights at our best. Are now ...
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opening song - Theatre En Anglais 

From the great stone he pulled out the sword. Yes he is King Arthur. Let's raise to the rafters ... His destiny says it is so. King Arthur King Arthur. With singing and ...
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Frankenstein Vocabulary - Theatre En Anglais 

tumult: commotion, chaos undertake: carry out, begin unfortunate: unhappy, unlucky unprejudiced: without prior opinion or bias, not influenced by former beliefs.
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mina casting - Theatre En Anglais 

I took the sleeping draught which you had so kindly given me, but for a long time it ... coming in had not waked me, for he lay by my side when next I remember. There ... Beside the bed stood a tall, thin man, all in black. ... God, my God, pity me!
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Dracula extracts - Theatre En Anglais 

Would you like some sugar to get your flies round again? RENFIELD. Not much! Flies are poor things, after all. But I don't want their souls buzzing round me, all ...
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Book Synopsiscomp - Theatre En Anglais 

From now on, it is no longer safe for Jekyll to become Hyde. ... HOUSEMAID, COOK More of Dr. Jekyll's many servants, all of whom are very upset .... â€œif you fail me tonight, I am lostâ€�, Jekyll begged Lanyon to go to his house, collect a phial and
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Fahrenheit 451 Fahrenheit 451 - Theatre En Anglais 

TNT music theatre in association with the American Drama Group Europe presents: Fahrenheit 451. By Ray Bradbury. Directed by Paul Stebbings. Original ...
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prog Fahrenheit451_01_07:Fahrenheit451 - Theatre En Anglais 

gration of music and theatre which culminated in his large scale production of production of. MOBY DICK. ... play SPROUT for PROTEUS and staged his own outdoor piece. TIME AND LIGHT in ... MILK WOOD (London Theatre Co); THE.
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Short show MLK 2015 - Theatre En Anglais 

Boston big head jumping on the first issue that comes along, speaking out on issues that a .... many New York Jew Lawyers and Chicago communists. We got a decent ..... So I need you to stop this protest â€“ my bank needs it! -â€� and in return I.
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